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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:
This letter is a response to Mr. Ralph
Silverman's letter in your December issue.
Mr. Silverman's criticism of Minister Far-
rakhan. The teaching of the Honorable
Elijah Muhammad is not racist. Any time
a Black man stands up for the liberation
of Black people he is labeled. What Minis-
ter Farrakhan has done forthe Black man's
morale no man can deny. Through his
teaching I as a Black man now understand
that by selling drugs as I was doing, I was
destroying people.
My respect now for myself and my
people is meritorious. Why is it that all
other people that speak up for their people
are ethnically aware? But a Black man
who stands up and speaks of the injustices
of his people is a racist. Who else is going
after the people that everyone else has de-
nied? Ask yourself sir and Black leaders,
are you going to Harlem, South Bronx,
Brooklyn and try to clean up? No! You
sit back and criticize while people are out
there suffering. What about Black on
Black crime? Young Black men dying and
the Black women being disrespected. Give
the Minister his due, because the task is
too great for you or people in your line of
thinking. Thank you in advance for your
time and consideration.




On February 7, 1926, Dr. Carter G.
Woodson and the leadership of the Associ-
ation for the Study of Negro Life and His-
tory organized the first "Negro Life and
History Week" to, in his words,
"dramatize the achievement of persons of
African blood." Since then, the Week's
observance was expanded to Black History
Month.
Black History Month 1986 presents us
with the opportunity to do more than cel-
ebrate the Afro-American past and honor
historical figures. The observance of
Black History Month also offers us the
occasion for focusing public discussion
and private reflection upon the immediate
and long-range problems confronting
Black Americans.
The 1986 observance of Black History
Month takes an added significance in that
this year marks the first national salute to
one of the most outstanding Black Amer-
icans—Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
I invite you to take advantage of the
vast array of talent and scholarship being
presented in the month's programming,
and join with me in celebrating Black His-
tory Month and in remembering Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King, Jr.
Roscoe C. Brown, Jr.
President
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
University Ave. & West 181 Street
10453 Phone: 367-7fl8
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I'm writing hoping that you would be
able to publish this ad in the Com-
municator. I'm an ex paralegal student,
from Bronx Community College presently
incarcerated with hopes of finishing upon
my release shortly. In the meantime I
would like to establish a rapport with
someone so that I can continue on that
positive path in the face of my adversities.
Everybody needs a little help some-
times, especially when they were on the
right path and chose the wrong. I hope
that this missive will touch somebody's
heart, who is willing to share a few mo-
ments with someone else. Thank you in







In regard to my situation at hand, being
incarcerated with little or no relation with
society - is why I write these few lines in
search of future pen-pals.
I am looking for someone who has an
open heart for conversation, and a liberal
concern for relating to a person that is
confined. There are so many brothers and
sisters in this State Penitentiary in the same
situation.
I feel this can be an intimate experience
for them and a blessing for me by writ-
ing—sharing a thought with a friendly per-
son about life in general. That will give
us a feeling of appreciation—also a sign
of being recognized.
My request is to have an article pub-
lished by the editor expressing our need
to correspond with society. I am 24 years
old in need of a pen-pal. Please accept
this with kind consideration.
Sincerely yours,
Mr. Bobby Karim Arnold
Violet Katz's Recovery
I'm glad to be able to tell you that Vi
is recovering nicely from the multiple in-
juries she received in an automobile acci-
dent on December 23rd. She is at home
now but I'm sure she would like to hear
from her colleagues since she w i l l be out
the rest of this semester and probably most
of next semester too. Her address is:
23-47 Whitestone Parkway




Sensuous movement patterns, literal
dance drama and surrealistic media col-
lages describe the exciting repertoire of
the renowned Rod Rodgers Dance Com-
pany which will appear at Bronx Commu-
nity College on Thursday, February 13,
at 12 noon.
The concert will take place at the col-
lege's Hall of Fame Playhouse, University
Avenue and West 181 Street, The Bronx.
Admission is free.
Bronx Community College Black His-
tory month celebration will also include
"A Caribbean Evening" featuring
Magique the magician and Ray & the In-
terners of Dub at 8 p.m. on Friday, Feb-
ruary 14, in the Gould Student Center.
On Tuesday, February 18, George Ed-
ward Tail & Quincy Troupe will lead a
lecture and poetry session at 12 noon in
Gould Student Center, Room 207. TV
News commentator Gil Noble will speak
at 4 noon.
The Cabaret Room in the Gould Student
Center will be dedicated to Dr. Martin
Luther King at 12 noon on Thursday, Feb-
ruary 20. Vishnu Wood & Safari East will
perform after the ceremony.
The Errol Parker Septet will present a
concert on Tuesday, February 25, at 12
noorn in the S.tuderjt Cafeteria.
"Community Empowerment: Is There
Justice for Blacks?" will be the topic in
an open forum on Thursday, February 27,
at 12 noon in the Gould Student Center
Cabaret Room. Participants will include
Attorney C. Vernon Mason, Dr. Lenora
Fulani and Assemblyman Larry Seabrook.
All programs for Black History month
are sponsored by the Student Government
Association with assistance from the Of-
fice of Student Activities. For additional
information, please call (212) 220-6232.
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CUNY News
Dr. Herbert A. Hauptman '37 Dr. Jerome Karle '37
By Arnaldo Arroyo
Two City College graduates won the
1985 Nobel Pri/.e in Chemistry. Both re-
member City College as the ins t i tu t ion that
provided the foundation of their s c i e n t i f i c
careers.
The two winners. Dr. Herbert A.
Hauptman, 68, and Dr. Jerome Karle, 67,
were honored by the Swedish Academy
of Sciences for developing revolutionary
techniques in X-ray crystallography. Their
research enables scientists to directly de-
termine the three-dimensional structure of
crystals.
Dr. Hauptman and Dr. Karle are
graduates of the class of 1937. Dr.
Hauptman, research director at the Medi-
cal Foundation of Buffalo, majored in
math at City College; he was also in the
Honors Program. Dr. Karle, a scientist at
the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory in
Washington, D.C. majored in biology and
chemistry at City College. Both scientists
retain memories of City College as the
institiution that launched their scientific
careers.
CUNY Mentor Program
John is a ninth grader in trouble. He's
bright, but needs help with his math and
writ ing. He's had problems at home and
feels that no one really understands him.
His grades started to slip by the end of
junior high. Then, he began to cut some
classes. In high school, he often skipped
a day or more each week, making it more
difficult to do well in class. He has a part-
time job and since he really can use the
money right now, he's not thinking about
his future.
There are too many students like John.
Some have learning problems or don't
speak or read English well. Others have
responsibilities at home caring for siblings
or other relatives. They have one thing in
common, though. They don't understand
how completing high school will make a
difference in their lives now and in the
future. They are potential dropouts who
need help if they are going to get through
the difficult years of adolescence.
Many CUNY students have had dif-
ficult times too. Some were lucky to have
had a person who was interested in them—
someone who gave them the confidence
and encouragement they needed to get
through rough times. That person may
have been a teacher who took the time to
admire the quality of their work or a parent
or relative who was sensitive to the poten-
tial in them that they themselves did not
recognize. It also could have been a person
who just believed in them—-someone who
wouldn't let them give up their goals and
who provided guidance and support.
A person who helps in these ways is
sometimes referred to as a mentor. A men-
tor is a person, often of some accomplish-
ment, who shares his or her experience
with another, usually younger, person
who can benefit from a helping relation-
ship. Most people who have succeeded
can cite one or more mentors in their lives.
CUNY has a Mentor Program on twelve
of its campuses and would like to establish
them in all its colleges. The Chancellors
of the NYC Board of Education and The
City University of New York initiated the
program because they believe that these
potential dropouts need role models who
themselves have survived high school and
are succeeding by continuing their educa-
tion. Since our college students have
learned to cope with and to complete high
school, Chancellors Quinones and Mur-
phy feel that they are the best role models
for young people who don't see why
finishing high school will make a differ-
ence in their lives, nor how going on to
college will help them build a better fu-
ture.
The CUNY Student Mentor Program
has been incorporated into many different
courses that are related to education or the
helping professions. Students in the pro-
gram learn about the mentoring process
in their classes and are prepared to partici-
pate in such relationships with local high
school students. The mentor-mentee pairs
then meet for ten weeks.
College students enrolled in the pro-
gram get more than a chance to earn a few
credits. They begin to realize how much
they have to offer others. By sharing our
experiences, we can understand ourselves
better. In addition, mentoring provides a
tremendous opportunity for college stu-
dents to appreciate what high school life
is like these days from an expert guide—a
high school student. Mentoring has a spec-
ial appeal for college students who are
considering careers in teaching and other
helping professions. It is a worthwhile ex-
perience for anyone.
To learn more about the CUNY Student
Mentor Program on your campus, call
Hope Richardson at (212) 220-6368, or




Its empire, nations and people, there
are hundreds of interesting Africans worth
getting acquainted with. Since it would be
impossible to write about all of them in
one paper, the following has been chosen
purely for the sake of variety and also
because they represent different eras.
Luqman, pronounced (Lok'man), is the
Ethiopian fabulist or prophet—is to the
Muslim what King Solomon of the Old
Testament is to the Jewish world. The
thirty first chapter of the Holy Quran, the
scripture of the Musl im, is named after
Luqman.
Luqman, a former slave and a shepherd
boy, lived about 1 100 B.C., six hundred
years before Aesop, with whom he is often
confused. Most of what is known of Luq-
man is legend. The Holy Quran bearing
his name says, "we have bestowed the
gift of wisdom on Luqman." Luqman's
work is better known throughout the east-
ern world, whi le Aesop's work is known
throughout the western world.
Some writers say, "Luqman and Aesop
are one and the same man:" others say,
"Aesop learned of Luqman's fables while
traveling in north Africa and the Near East
and then plagarized them." A third group
insists that Luqman and Aesop were two
dif ferent men and confusion, they say,
comes from the fact that "both men being
black and both coming from a lowly cir-
cumstance." They agree that the t ime
lapse between the men is just too great for
them to be one and the same. To the people
of the East, Luqman was a wise man who
lived and left many words of wisdom be-
h ind for them.
CUNY requested a $ 1 . 1 b i l l ion budget for
1986-87. The priorities listed by BCC
were:
1. $203,000 for replacement of obsolete
and inoperable instructional equipment.
2. $540,000 for startup cost of the new
Middle College.
3. $150,000 for 5 positions to reduce
the size of remedial wri t ing jobs.
Research Grant
The City University of New York has
received $1 million—the first portion of
a 5-year grant expected to total S5 mil-
lion—from the National Institutes of
Health (NIH), according to Chancellor
Joseph S. Murphy. The award, which will
•be shared equally be City College and
Hunter College, is part of NIH's new Re-
search Centers in Minority Institutions
program.
The program, which is administered by
NIH's Division of Research Resources,
will enable both colleges to develop major
research centers on their campuses. The
goal of the project is to promote biomed-
ical research at institutions that have more
than 50 percent minority-group enrollment
and offer doctorates in the health profes-
sions or health-related sciences.
"Given their record for excellence in
the biomedical sciences—five of the eight
Nobel Laureates produced by the two col-
leges have done their work in the health-
related sciences—City and Hunter can be
expected to contribute significantly to the
objectives of NIH," said Chancellor Mur-
phy.
"Over five years, this award will be
the biggest grant in Hunter College's his-
tory, and it will greatly enable us to
broaden access to minority researchers,"
said Hunter's President Donna E. Shalala.
At City College, President-Bernard W.
Harleston said, "The NIH award will
dramatically strengthen our efforts in the
rapidly expanding fields of modern cell
and molecular biology, while offering en-
hanced research opportunities for minority
scientists."
Professor Frank Martino, Dean of Sci-
ences and project director for the center
at CCNY, said, "City College has planned
major research programs in developmen-
tal neurobiology, gene expression, and
protein and membrane studies."
"The award will support a major pro-
gram of faculty recruitment and allow the
acquisition of state-of-the-art tools and re-
search facilities necessary for the develop-
ment of these vital areas." he added.
Hunter College plans to use a major
portion of the grant to finance the develop-
ment of five "core laboratory facilities,"
which will enhance research in five prin-
cipal areas: the sequencing and synthesis
of DNA and DNA-related proteins; cell
culture and hybridoma; biomolecular
graphics; electron microscopyy and cytol-
ogy; and nuclear magnetic resonance and
X-ray diffraction.
Both colleges look forward to recruiting
scientific and technical personnel, re-
novating laboratory space and acquiring
advanced research equipment. In addition,
they expect to provide for increased re-
search training of undergraduate and
graduate students, and initiate collabora-
tion with visiting professors from minority
institutions throughout the country.
The five other institutions that have
been selected to participate in NIH's new
program are: Florida A&M University in
Tallahassee, Florida; Meharry Medical
College in Nashville, Tennessee; Atlanta
University in Atlanta. Georgia; Howard
University in Washington. D.C.; and
Ponce School of Medicine in Puerto Rico.
The City University of New York, the
nation's largest urban university, consists
of nine senior colleges, seven community
colleges, one technical college, a graduate
school, a law school, a medical school,
and an affiliated school of medicine. More
than 180,000 students are enrolled in
academic programs offered at campuses
located throughout the five boroughs of
the City of New York.
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The Alumni Corner By Ishaq Mamduh
Mr. Claude Grant Photo Credit: Ishaq Mamduh
A personality around the campus is a
former actor, musician, Harlemite, and
singer. In addition to being a graduate of
this college in 1972 and its former Black
Student Union President, he graduated
from Hunter College in 1974. and did
graduate work at Mercy College in Dobbs
Ferry. He is a very recognizable face
around the campus these days.
Mr. Claude Grant, whom I've had the
pleasure of working with last semester, is
your student activities supervisor and he
should be applauded for his much-needed
input and insight into dealing with the stu-
dents who find a need to seek him out and
ask for his assistance in problem areas we
are unable to deal with any amount
of success on an individual or a collective
level.
Up to this point, Mr. Grant has an out-
standing track record. As a professional
writer since 1970, the former music editor
of Essence Magazine, a graphic designer,
a performer/actor of on-and-off Broad-
way, a drug therapist/counselor and assis-
tant to a psychologist, he is also a partner
in a publishing company that has been in
existence since 1977 which has been doing
pretty well considering that it started out
with no assets.
This trilingual publishing company
publishes literature in English, Spanish
and French. They publish all types of lit-
erature relevant to the third world of our
time which only goes to show what we
can accomplish by recognizing our own
priorities and working for their comple-
tion. Instead of spending all of our time
looking at the soap Operas on the
"groove" tube on the third floor of the
students' center, this being 1986, we
should really try and take stock of all our




Thank you for invi t ing us to see "The
Roots of Brazil." The children loved the
dancing.
I am enclosing some letters which re-
flect their feeling.








compiled by Nora Flaherty
Every month the Communicator will devote a column to spotlight some of the clubs
and organizations on campus. If you'd like us to feature your club, please contact the
Communicator and submit an article highlighting your club's achievements or plans
for the semester. We are located in the Gould Student Center in room 306.
(Christian Fellowship Club) The BCC Gospel Club
The Bronx Community Christian Fel-
lowship Club is a non-denominational or-
ganization that's open to all students. We
meet Thursdays during club hours in GA
Room 201. There we come together to
hear the word of God and to share our
experiences in Christ. We also have an
office located in Loew Hall, Room 407
which is available to anyone who may
need to know that someone cares or just
wants a listening ear. We have several
events planned for the near future, such
as movies, a retreat to Pennsylvania (plan-
ned for the last weekend in April) and
campus radio broadcasts, just to mention
a few. We invite all to come and fellow-
ship with us.
We are looking for individuals who
share our mutual love and appreciation for
gospel music. If you fall into this category,
can sing on pitch or think you can, come
and join us. Our goal is to get organized
so that we can start to perform in various
places. If you are interested, we meet in
Guggenheim Hall, Room 342. Meetings
are Thursday at 12 P.M. sharp, during
club hours, and Tuesdays 12:00 sharp until
2:00.
President Li l l ian Graham
Child Development Center
The objective of the Child Development
Center is to provide services from 2:00
pm to 9:00 pm for students while they're
attending classes. Parents feel more re-
laxed when they know their children are on
school grounds and in safe hands.
The program runs from Monday thru
Thursday from 2:00 pm to 9:00 pm, Satur-
days 8:00 - 4:00 pm.
There are about- 34 children enrolled
right now. All you need to do is to walk
in; there's no waiting list, you just fill out





Ass. Teachers: David Keye -
Joycelyn Williams
For more information, call 933-1225.
The center is located at Gould Student
Center, Main Floor.
Dear Mr. Grant:
I enjoyed the show. The people were
exciting to see. I like it very much. There
were a lot of people in the play. The lights
were green, blue, white and red in the
show. The five men that were singing were
funny. The women were pretty and good
dancers and that rnan that was^danc ing
was good too.
I loved the preformance, "Roots of





We were very excited when we heard
that we were invited to your performance,
"Roots of Brazil." We loved it. It was
the best show I ever saw. I like one of
your boys. He is handsome. I like some
of your girls too.
When I grow up I'm going to come to
Bronx Community College. I like the last
part best of all. The show I saw was very,









I was happy to see the performance of
"Roofs of Brazil." It was so nice. I want
to thank you for letting us come to Bronx
Community College and be in such a nice
auditorium. I never saw an auditorium just
like yours. I loved the part when the boy
did his flips.
Weil, this is short for now. I hope you
like my letter. I might see you tomorrow






We were very excited when we heard
that we were going to the Bronx Commu-
nity College for a trip. Mrs. Berry said
we are there to see a dance performance
called "Roots of Brazil." I'd like to say
thank you for inviting us, also Mrs. Berry
for taking us.
We are going in the big auditorium on
Friday again. We can't thank you enough.
We enjoyed it. Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year! I liked all the parts in





I enjoyed your play. I know they
worked hard to do it. It was nice too. It






Founded the United Negro College
Fund in 1944.
One To Think On
People are like tea bags, you never know
how strong they are until they're in hot
water.
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Campus News
The Wayne Cooper Scholarship Fund
Mr. Lynwood Cooper, Principal of
Community Elementary School #73, has
presented a check for $2,500 to establish
a Bronx Community College Foundation
endowed scholarship in memory of his
son, Wayne.
Wayne Cooper was a sophomore at
Bronx Community College with a keen
interest in Communications when he
passed away most unexpectedly at the age
of 20 on May 24, 1984.
Wayne Cooper
Those who were privileged to know
Wayne will no doubt remember the laugh-
ter and good cheer he inspired among his
friends and companions. In his few short
years, he left a legacy of love which had
nothing to do with age. Despite his youth,
he showed an understanding and response
to others which gladdened the heart.
Ms. Gail B. Paris, BCC Director of
Development, and Professor Cortland
Auser accepted the check for the Bronx
Community College foundation.
Honors Program Scholarships
The Office of Minority Economic Im-
pact of the United States Department of
Energy awarded scholarships of $750.00
each to twenty-three BCC students in Fall
1985 semester. Aimed at increasing the
participation of minorities in the fields of
engineering science, electrical technol-
ogy, data processing, and computer sci-
ence, the grant is now in its second year.
To date, seventy-one (71) scholarships
have been awarded since the program's
inception in Spring 1984. BCC is one of
only three community colleges in the
country chosen to receive these awards.
A reception in honor of last Fall's reci-
pients was held on Thursday, December
12, 1985 in GSC, Room 208. The reci-
























•--The grant will be available again for
the Spring 1986 semester. To qualify for
the scholarships, a candidate must be a
U.S. citizen; enrolled full-time in en-
gineering, computer science, data proces-
sing, or electrical technology; must have
at least an overall index of 2.75 and an
index of 3.0 in his/her major; and must
have completed at least one semester by
the end of Fall 1985 with a minimum of
12 degree credits. For more information,
please contact Dean Evelyn R. Kish in
Loew 220, telephone 220-6055.
B.C.C. Receives Grant
Bronx Community College of The City
University of New York has received an
$80,000 grant from the Ford Foundation
to support an innovative program designed
to help community college students con-
tinue their studies at four-year colleges.
The project, called the "Rapid Transfer
Program," is directed towards high school
juniors who want to attend a City Univer-
sity senior college but are not likely to
qualify for admission. Based on their ob-
served potential, motivation, and
academic record, high school students are
chosen to participate in a range of remedial
workshops, both at the high school and at
Bronx Community College.
After graduation from high school, the
students will be admitted simultaneously
to Bronx Community College and their
chosen senior college. They will under-
take a one year course of study at Bronx
guided by the requirements of the four-
year college. If they successfully complete
the program and satisfy the admission re-
quirements, the students will transfer to
the senior college. Similar programs in
four other community colleges nationwide
are also being funded by the Ford Found-
ation.
'"Rapid Transfer' will not only have
considerable impact on the minority popu-
lations it is designed to serve, but may
prove to be a successfull model for the
University in our collaborative efforts with
the Board of Education," said Roscoe E.
Brown, Jr., President of Bronx Commu-
nity College, in a letter to Chancellor
Joseph S. Murphy.
Dr. Louise Squitieri, project director,
said, "The far reaching potentials fo this
program are very exciting. It offers many
high school students the opportunity to
attain academic goals which many be-
lieved were out of reach."
The City University of New York, the
nation's leading public urban university,
comprises nine senior colleges, seven
community colleges, one technical col-
lege, a graduate school, a law school, a
medical school, and an affiliated school
of medicine. More than 180,000 students
are enrolled in academic programs offered
at campuses located throughout the five
boroughs of the City of New York.
Communication Workshops
Bronx Community College is offering
four specially designed workshops in
human communication development for
businesses and other organizations in the
New York metropolitan area.
The workshops, developed by Professor
Minerva Stergianopoulos of the Depart-
ment of Communication Art and Sciences,
will take place from February through
May of 1986. Currently scheduled are the
following workshops: Improving Pronun-
ciation and Diction, Interpersonal Effec-
tiveness, Speaking in Public, and Con-
ducting Productive Meetings.
Pronunciation and Diction and Con-
ducting Productive Meetings are one-day
programs. Speaking in Public and Inter-
personal Effectiveness are two-day semi-
nars. The programs run from 9A.M. until
5 P.M. on the designated days at Bronx
Community College of the City University
of New York. Parking on campus will be
made available for participants.
For additional information and a free
brochure, write Professor Stergianopoulos
at Bronx Community College, University
Avenue and West 181st Street, Bronx,
New York 10453, or call (212) 220-6230.
Graduates' Transfer Day: February 20
Attention Advanced Students:
Are you graduating in June or August
of 1986 and planning to attend a Senior
College? Do you want first-hand informa-
tion on the many opportunities available
to continue your education after gradua-
tion? Attend:
Graduates' Transfer Day
Thursday, February 20, 1986
12 noon to 2:30 p.m.
Community Hall, Lower Level
5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. Tech Two, Lobby
Representatives from The City Univer-
sity of New York (CUNY), State Univer-
sity of New York (SUNY) and private
institutions will be available to answer
your questions about their programs.
Transfer Information Workshops
After Transfer Day you must attend a
Transfer Information Workshop for CUNY
Applications and important information.
Workshops will be held from February 24
through March 6. Attend a workshop!
Submit CUNY applications by March 15
for an early decision. Check in Loew Hall
311 for exact times and locations.
Transfer and Career Library
Catalogs for CUNY. SUNY and private
colleges and reference books are available
in Loew Hall 312.
Scholarship Information
Many colleges offer scholarships based
on GPA and/or specific majors. Check
bulletin board at Loew Hall, Room 313.
Transfer Counseling
For assistance with making a decision
contact Ms. Joan Moody, Loew Hall,
Room 313. You may telephone 220-6064
for an appointment.
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Winnie Mandela
Editor's Note: Winnie Mandela is the
wife of Nelson Mandela, President of the
African National Congress of South Af-
rica, who has been imprisoned since 1964
for openly opposing the apartheid racist
system. In her book, "A Part Of My Soul
Went With Him" (published by W.W.
Norton, in 1985), we read and feel the
courage of this woman, deprived of pri-
vacy and insulted by the government. He-
rein we have excerpted passages from her
book.
Winnie Mandela married Nelson Man-
dela in 1958. Four years later he was im-
prisoned for life. For 22 years she was not
allowed even to touch his hand. She had
to struggle alone.
Winnie's Account of the Security Police
I was kept under constant surveillance
by the security police. I was being charged
almost every day for many stupid things.
They all had to do with some violation of
my banning order. My house was like an
"operation area"; an extension of the
police station.
Gert Prinsloo, a security police man,
has been especially assigned to watch all
my movements. He was overzealous in
trying to catch me redhanded violating my
banning order. During the first year, Pris-
loo often came in the middle of the night,
to look under the bed, and in the cupboard
just to check if there were any forbidden
visitors. We had such violent rows that he
has been keeping his distance lately—now
he parks himself on the h i l l opposite, with
his binoculars.
I can't even go to church without a per-
mit. But 1 will never go and ask them
permission. That would be accepting the
fact that their powers supercede God's.
There is an Anglican Church for Blacks,
but it has no priest. So a friend of our
family, Father John Rushton, comes once
per week to give me Holy Communion.
He can't come to my house. Only the
doctor and the lawyer are allowed to
enter—apart from my children. When he
gets there he hoots outside my cell—that's
what my house is—I run out and we pray
outside his car, giving me Communion on
the car hood. When it's raining we sit
inside the car. The security won't even
stop inside a church. When we went to
the Christening of my grandchild—who
do you think was leaning against,the wall,
observing the whole sermon? Prinsloo!
I am so ashamed of our white South
Africans. They seem to see nothing wrong
with that, it is normal to them. Such gross
infringements become so much a part of
their life that to them it is perfect.
Winnie's Effect on the White Lawyer
And His Wife
I have a great respect for Piet De Waal.
The Boer lawyer is 'more reliable than
many of my people. He and his family
have gone through a lot because he is my
attorney. He even fell out with Jimmy
Kruger. then the minister of so-called jus-
tice, because he was acting forme. Kruger
said to him, "Why don't you let her find
a Jewish lawyer—what in the Hell forced
you to act for that woman?" He was
frightened but he could not refuse me be-
cause he was the only lawyer in that town.
Before my arrival he hardly had any
dealings with the police, but now it is
almost daily. He very often had to get me
out of prison. As a result of that, they
were ostracized by the white community.
He has changed a lot since I met him.
When I think back to our first meeting in
his office in May 1977! That shock on the
face of his secretary when I arrived. I am
sure I was the first Black client who didn't
come through the back door. She did not
know what to do with me. She must have
been too embarrassed to offer me a seat,
so she called Mr. Daal. It was the most
pathetic moment of my life. He was so
shaken. He was holding a pen in his hand
and the pen dropped and he was frantic,
he could not even control his voice, it was
trembling. It was the saddest thing to see.
Adede, his wife, was totally different. She
introduced herself and offered me her seat.
I sit there like a little girl. Sometimes
I think I am a continuation of his children.
He can not imagine that I have grown. He
speaks to me in that same gentle voice.
"Darling," he would say, "Just think
again."
One day the chief called him, "Hallo,
Nelson." He said, "Mr. Mandela to you.
You don't call me Nelson."
One of the things Nelson enjoys the
most is his visits from the children. (Chil-
dren's visits are prohibited from the ages
of two to sixteen years.) He did not bring
them up. They had to be introduced to
him—one of the most traumatic experi-
ences for both of us. It was not easy for
me to say, "Look, here is your father,
he's doing life in prison." You never
Winnie Talks of a Routine Visit
With Mandela
I am always called in last. It's a little
room at the end of the passage. There are
three warders behind me and three behind
him. In the beginning there was some wire
mesh between us and I could just see a
dark figure. The glass partition is so
thick—it must be bullet proof. Nelson
would jocularly say, "step back so that I
can see what you are wearing." We talk
through earphones which they (the war-
ders) can switch off any time. We are
always reminded not to talk about any-
thing else but family. If I mention a name
that they don't know, they would discon-
nect the phone and politely ask me. "What
are you talking about now?" We have our
own way of communicating. He is able
to tell me a lot, and I am able to do the
same, in ways only we understand.
know what that child's reaction is going
to be. That child may break down or it is
solidified and emerges solid as a rock,
with pride at seeing her father.
Some visits have been very painful. One
day I took one of my grandchildren to see
Nelson. She couldn't see him properly,
so she kept banging on the glass. "Open
daddy! Open daddy! I want to come in."
Nelson smiled and said; "Here arejthe
keys, darling." Pointing to the warders.
"Ask them to open." Oh, that visit was
terrible. I think I even saw tears in the
eyes of the warders.
On the weekend of the 12-13 of May,
1984, we had our first contact visit. Can
you imagine! It was a traumatic experi-
ence. We last touched his hand in 1962.
On this particular visit my eldest daughter
and her baby daughter were with me. Gre-
gory (Nelson's warder) called me to the
office. I was shocked. I thought Nelson
was sick because that's unusual. Gregory
said to me, "As from now on you will be
able to have different visits. I thought I
should bring the news to you gently."
We kissed Nelson and held him a long
time. It was an experience one can not
just put into words. It was fantastic and
hurting at the same time. He clung to the
child right through the whole visit. Greg-
ory was moved, and he looked the other
way.
Threat to Education
Four prominent leaders of New York
State's public and independent univer-
sities have appealed to their colleagues
throughout the nation to make a united
stand against the proposed revisions in the
federal income tax law which would un-
dermine support of education.
John Brademas, president of New York
University; Michael I. Sovern, president
of Columbia University, and Clifton R.
Wharton, Chancellor of the State Univer-
sity of New York, are signatories to a
letter sent to more than 3,000 college and
university leaders in the United States.
Pointing out the anomaly of the Reagan
Administration's position on the deduci-
bility of state and local taxes, the educators
quote New York Gov. Mario M. Cuomo:
"Three years ago, it called for a shift of
responsibilities from the federal to state
and local governments under the slogan
of 'new federalism.' New federalism told
the states to shoulder a heavier burden.
But the new tax plan would weaken ,our
shoulders."
The letter states that "Both the Reagan
Administration's proposal and an alterna-
tive bill under consideration by the House
Ways and Means Committee portend dire
consequences for the future of educa-
tion." Three features of both tax reform
plans are cited as particularly damaging
to higher education:
• Elimination or reduction of the deducti-
bility of state and local taxes. This provi-
sion would engender a loss of state and
local revenues, striking at the core of fi-
nancial support of public and private edu-
cation at all levels. A study released by
Sen. Daniel P. Moynihan (D-N.Y.) esti-
mates, a cutback of $19 billion in state and
local spending which would include a de-
bilitating loss of $6.2 billion to education.
• Prohibition or restriction of access to
tax-exempt financial markets by non-
governmental entities such as independent
colleges and universities. This action
would severely limit their ability to pro-
vide for construction and rehabilitation of
campus facilities.
» Limitations on the deducibility of gifts
of appreciated property which would sub-
stantially increase the donors' costs of giv-
ing. Lawrence Lindsay of Harvard Uni-
versity has estimated a reduction of $935
nillion in charitable gifts between 1985
and 1986 if the change were enacted.
Continued on pg. 13
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Alice Walker In the Limelight
By Oneida Burgos Brown
February is Black History month during
which one can reflect, recollect and also
elucidate the struggles and sacrifices
maintained by Black Americans. Many
people, if not the entire nation, will honor
an American giant, Martin Luther King,
Jr., while others might th ink about the
Emancipation Proclamation and the Civil
War, which destroyed slavery. However,
I will reflect on Alice Walker, an Afro-
American writer who has made many con-
tributions to women. Through her writ-
ings, she is constantly depicting the strug-
gle between men and women to relate to
one another. Walker, and many other
Afro-American women writers, embrace
the Black Woman by rejecting the medioc-
rity of nineteenth-century literature. In-
stead of walllowing in this mediocrity, she
absorbs the truth and writes about that
truth in a natural and unpretentious man-
ner.
Walker began writ ing at the age of 8.
She is the youngest of eight children born
to a Georgia Sharecropper. At a very
young age, one of her brothers accidently
shot her with a BB gun, blinding an eye.
Because of her eye injury, she won a
scholarship for handicapped students to
Spelman College in Atlanta. She won
other scholarships, one that led her to
Sarah Lawrence and then to Africa in
search of her roots. In the 60's Alice
Walker was an activist in the Civil Rights
Movement where she met her husband, a
while c iv i l rights lawyer. They had a
daughter and are now divorced.
According to Walker, in an article in
Essence, (page 89, July 1982) in the late
nineteenth-century. Black women writers
depicted their Black heroines as white and
leading a l ife of leisure, free from disrup-
tions. In rea l i ty , however, a lot of them
had children to feed, clothe and educate.
A great deal of them worked in the fields
and received the same pay as men did .
There was nothing leisurely about them.
These women were often preferred for
picking cotton, clearing the land or for
hoeing the gardens. Absent was the por-
trayal of the plight of Black women in the
late nineteenth-century. While reading
Trellie Jeffers' article "Black Black
Women and Whiter Black Women Who
Wish to Struggle Together Over the Dirty
Little Secret of Color in African-American
Life." The Black Scholar. 1973 which
states:. . . "What is sister?" no one dares
to utter the plight of her reali ty, not even
my black sisters themselves. But what it
is. is the great cannon of cruel racism di-
rected toward the black black woman by
the black middle class. . ., Walker reiter-
ated Jeffers' thoughts and turned to Black
literature because it was instructive and to
see if Jeffers writ ings had support. She
researched several nineteenth-century
novels by Black women, as a background,
and she observed the following:
1. " . . . But you'd seed them putty
white hands of hern you'd never think she
kept her house, let lone anybody else's.
My! but she's put ty . Beautiful long hair
comes down her back; putty blue eyes,
an' Jez ez white as anybody in dis
place. . ." Quoted from lola LeRoy, Or
Shadows Uplifted, published in 1895 by
Frances Ellen Walkins Harper.
2. "Meg Randal opened wide a pair
of lovely dark eyes and raised two small,
white hands in surprise.
Ethel sat down and took one of Meg's
perfect little hands in her own. Meg's hand
was her source of pride, and it would al-
most seem as if she were justified in pride.
Such a delicate, white, slender, dimpled
hand it was." Megda (1891) by Emma
Dunham Kelly.
What surprised Walker was that the
photographs of these women novelists re-
vealed them to be "colored", better yet
black.
However, among Black women writers,
Ntozake Shange and Maya Angelou stand
out as examples. One can say that Walker
liberated the Afro-American woman with
the stroke of her pen by merely having
the courage to tell the truth.
In the past, Walker was a name that
was known throughout college campuses,
probably in English courses or Black His-
tory courses. Outside the campus, she
might have been known by avid readers.
Since the making of the movie The Color
Purple, written by Alice Walker and di-
rected by Steven Spielberg, Walker has
become a spotlight attraction in the media
these days. The Color Purple won her the
Pulitzer Prize. She is the author of three
volumes of poetry, two volumes of short
stories and three novels. Her writings are
unpretentious and natural. In the literary
experience, she opens up an arena for the
Black woman by projecting her story like
it is and by placing the characters in vul-
nerable, realistic situations. In In Love and
Her book of short stories In Love and
In Trouble: Stories of Women, should be
placed alongside with D.H. Lawrence's
The Complete Short Stories, Maupassant's
Selected Short Stories and James Joyce's
Dubliners. It is a true masterpiece. Her
writings in this collection of short stories
reveal the artistry of lucid writing and yet
reveal the complexity of womanhood.
There is "Her Sweet Jerome" in which
an illiterate hairdresser falls in love with
an educator. Or "The Revenge of Hannah
Kemhuff," a story about a woman who
has been stripped of her dignity by her
husband and resorts to voodoo in order to
pursue her revenge.
In Love and In Trouble won the Rosent-
hal Award of the National Institute of the
Arts and Letters. Her second novel, Meri-
dian, is said to be one of the best novels
of the Civil Rights Movement and is taught
as part of some American history as well
as English courses. Revolutionary
Petunias, her second book of poetry, won
the Lillian Smith Award. And, of course,
The Color Purple, her triumph, won the
Pulitzer Prize. After reading her works,
one is never the same, and that is the mark
of a truly great writer.
Alice Walker
/// Trouble, a collection of short stories,
and in The Color Purple, these attributes
can be seen.
Walker's first novel. The Third Life of
Grange Copeland, published in 1970, is
about violence against women by their
husbands and lovers. The 1970's was a
time when most women had not yet begun
to tell in public the truth about violence
and abuse inflicted by their husbands. In
this novel, she strongly depicts the female
experience for being able to cross bound-
aries of race and class.
It is part of Walker's style to have her
male characters start to mellow with age
and then she delivers them from their sins.
But the younger her male characters, the
more wretched, insensitive and abusive
they become, as can be seen in many of
her short stories about the abuse of
women. In her most recent novel The
Color Purple Walker uses a similar
technique with Albert. He is despicable
and she practically convinces the reader
that there is no redeemable quality in Al-
bert. As age creeps in on his life. Walker
delivers him from his sins. Then there is
Celie: Walker portrays her battered life,
her unspoken hope and the asphyxiating
environment in which she lives. Walker
states that Celie. the heroine, is based on
her greatgrandmother, a slave who was
raped at 12 by the man who owned her.
(Newsweek. June 21, 1982. p. 62) Walker
admits. "I liberated her from her own his-
tory."
Black History Quiz
1. The alarm clock rings loudly, awaken-
ing you from a deep sleep. What Black
person made the first clock in this country?
2. You yawn, stretch, and go into the
bathroom to take a quick shower before
breakfast. Who were the first people to
invent the shower bath?
3. You sit down to a large bowl of cereal
sprinkled with sugar. What African-
American invented the sugar refining
machine?
4. As you eat your cereal, you mother
and father sit across the table sipping cof-
fee. From what African country did coffee
originate?
5. You put on your socks and shoes as
your mother irons your shirt or dress for
you. What great African-American inven-
tor produced the shoe lasting machine,
making it possible to make shoes by
machine rather than very slowly by hand
as was done before his great invention?
6. The ironing board that your mother is
using to press your clothing was invented
by an African-American woman. Who
was she?
7. Having finished dressing, you kiss
your parents goodbye and rush off to
school, stopping at the corner to wait for
the traffic light to turn green. What Afri-
can-American invented the traffic light?
8. While wai t ing for the light to change,
a man drives by cleaning the street with
a huge sweeping machine. What Black
man invented the street sweeper?
9. As you continue on your way to
school, you pass a neighborhood bank.
What African-American became the first
woman bank president in the U.S.?
10. The doctors from the medical office
take care of patients in a nearby hospital.
In this hospital heart operations are per-
formed. What Black doctor performed the
first successful heart operation?
11. Blood transfusions are often neces-
sary during operations in the hospital.
What Black doctor did important research
in the blood plasma field, making both
blood transfusions and the blood bank sys-
tem possible?
12. In the pediatric wing of the hospital,
tiny premature babies are kept alive in
incubators. What African-American in-
vented the incubator?
13. Near the hospital and a few blocks
from your school is a newspaper stand.
Who were the publishers of the first Black
newspaper in America?
As you reach your school, if it is a public
school, realize that its existence came
about through the tireless political efforts
of Blacks right after the Civil War; if it
is a private school, remember that your
people had secret private schools even in
slavery times, although it was then against
the law for Blacks to be taught to read
and write and to do so could have cost
them their lives or at least a terrible lash-
ing. African people had great colleges or
schools of learning in Ancient Egypt as
well as the great Sankore University in
Songhay (West Africa) in the 15th cen-
tury.
14. Leaving school at 3:00 p.m., you use
some of your allowance to buy junk food
such as potato chips and ice cream. What
Blacks introduced both the potato chip and
ice cream to the world?
15. After reaching home you wash dishes
and then do your homework. It is begin-
ning to get dark, so you turn on the light
in your room. You know that Thomas Edi-
son invented the light bulb, but which
great Black scientist invented the cotton
thread filament that makes light bulbs in-
expensive and capable of being burned for
weeks rather than a few minutes?
16. Finishing your homework, you enjoy
a dinnertime conversation with your fam-
i ly . You are then ready to go to bed. Be-
fore you hop into bed. you stand at your
window looking at the stars, especially
the North S t a r . (A) What great Union
scout, nurse, spy. and slave leader aided
over 300 Black people to escape slavery
during the 18th century by following the
North Star to freedom? (B) What other
great antislavery leader and friend of this
person edited a newspaper called The
North Star?
17. Noting all the wonderful things your
great people have done and all the wonder-
ful things you plan to do in your own life,
you go to bed feeling on top of the world.
What African-American man was the first
human being to actually stand on top of
the world?
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Excerpt from an Interview
with Rosa Parks
Arthur Thomas: Mrs. Parks, what were
you thinking about on December 1, 1955?
What happened during the day?
Rosa Parks: During the day, I was work-
ing in the men's alteration department of
the Montgomery Fair Store, and it was
leading up to the Christmas holidays. The
work was quite heavy. I had to work alone
that afternoon because the young man who
was the tailor had opened up a shop for
himself, and he decided that he was going
to take some of his work there. At lun-
chtime I went to the office of Attorney
Fred Gray and stopped a short while there.
I didn't have any thoughts of anything
special happening that evening. But I
noticed how discouraged he seemed to be
because he had nothing special to do but
just sit around the office, waiting for
something to do. And I left and went back
to the tailor shop and finished out the day.
I was quite tired, of course. I had worked
pressing pants, putting cuffs in the hems,
and so on. I felt some nagging pain around
the neck and shoulders, and I was just
generally weary.
When I went out of the store to go home,
I noticed the buses were quite crowded,
and instead of trying to get on a bus that
was already crowded, I decided to go to
a drugstore nearby, where I had in mind
buying an electric heating pad. I went over
there, and I didn't see the pad I wanted,
so I picked up another item or two and
came back across the street to catch the
bus.
WESLEY A. BROWN
Wesley A. Brown became the first Black




Ralph J. Bunche became the first Black
to win the prestigious Nobel Peace Prize
(Sept. 27, 1950).
1955: Rosa Parks is arrested and fingerprinted for violating bus segre-
gation laws. Her refusal to move to the back of the bus touched off the
bus boycott. Montgomery, Alabama. (Wide World Photos)
As I saw the bus approach I noticed that
there seemed to be some vacancies; I
didn't notice anybody standing. But by
the time I got to the bus there was a crowd
of people getting on, and when I got in
the bus there was no room in the back of
the bus up to'where we could sit. But there
was one vacant seat. It was alongside a
man, and two women were across the
aisle. I was pretty glad to get this seat.
The bus went on from that stop. That
was on Court Square, right by the center
of Montgomery, downtown Montgomery.
There were a few vacancies in the very
front of the bus, in the white section. At
the next stop a few people got on and there
were no more vacancies. We got to the
third stop and several white people got
on, and one white man was standing, and
the driver noticed him standing. Of
course, the passenger himself didn't do
anything but just find a place to stand. He
didn't request a seat. But the driver didn't
want to see this white person stand up,
even though the back of the bus was just
packed with black people standing up all
the way up to where I was sitting. He
asked for us to let him have those front
seats, the seats that the four of us were
sitting in. No one stood immediately.
Then he said, "You all better make it light
on yourselves and give me those seats."
-An Ethiopian
Aesop, pronounced (EE'SAHP), is the
author of the well-known Aesop's fables.
Although his writings are generally
thought of as child's fare, his thinking
influenced Shakespeare, Plato and many
other great writers and philosophers. Soc-
rates, one of the most renowned of the
Greek philosophers, is said to have put
Aesop's work down in verse. His writings
have been translated into every language
in the world.
Aesop was born of Ethiopian parents in
Phrygia, pronounced (Fri j-i-ye), Asia
Minor about 560 B.C. He is described as
typically Negroid in features.
When Aesop successfully talked two
enemy countries—possibly Lydia and Per-
sia—out of a war, King Croesus, pro-
nounced (Kree sas), of Lydia insisted that
he return to his country with him. The
years in Lydia were spent writing down
his fables. When Aesop wanted to travel,
King Croesus gave him the necessary
money and letters of introduction. He vi-
sited many of the leading countries of his
time and he was very popular wherever
he went.
Aesop's sharp and witty tongue de-
lighted men; it also became his downfall.
His parting statement before being flung
from a cliff in Delphos, Greece for making
slighting remarks about this city was a
fable.
"An old man who had spent his whole
life in the country decided he must see the
city before dying. His friends being too
busy to take him, he went with the asses
that knew the way alone. On the way, a
terrible storm arose and the animals lost
their footing and fell into a deep pit, where
he said with his last breath: "miserable
wretch that I am, to be destroyed, since I
must, by the basest of all animals, asses."
Ishaq Mamduh
At this point the man next to the window
in the seat with me stood up, and the two
women across the aisle stood up, but I
refused to stand. I made room for the man
to pass by me and move out into the aisle,
and then I sat next (o the window. The
driver asked me if I was going to stand,
and 1 said, no, 1 wasn't. Then he said,
"If you don't stand up. I ' l l call the police
and have you arrested." I told him to go
on and call them, and he got out of the
bus. I could hear l i t t l e undertones of talk
between people, but I couldn't understand
what they were saying. A few people re-
quested a transfer to get another bus.
A short while later, the driver came
back on the bus with two policemen. He
pointed me out, and said that he "had to
have those-seats and the other three stood,
but that one wouldn't." He didn't say
three what, men or women, didn't refer
to anything, just, "that one," pointing to
me, "wouldn't stand up."
The policeman, the only one who spoke
to me, and encouraged me, asked me if
the driver had asked me to stand, and I
said, "Yes, he did."
He said, "Well, why didn't you
stand?"
I told him I didn't think I should have
to stand up. I asked him, "Why do you
all push us around?"
He said, "I don't know, but the law's
the law, and you're under arrest."
As soon as he told me I was under arrest,
I stood up. One of the policemen picked
up my purse, and the other picked up my
shopping bag, and we got off the bus.
They escorted me to the police car, and I
sat down in the back. Then they had to
go back to the bus to find out whether the
driver wanted to swear out a warrant or
whether he just wanted to be rid of me
and forget it there. But he insisted on
swearing out the warrant and said he
would sign it when he made his run to the
end of the bus line and came back.
Student
Power
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Dear Students:
There exists a whole lot of misinforma-
tion about AIDS in the world today. This
very brief article is designed to help you
understand how to avoid getting AIDS; it
is not designed to explain the complex
medical problems related to AIDS. First,
however, let me say that we all need to
have great compassion for those unfortu-
nate people who have been stricken with
this dreaded disease. Let us all remember
that AIDS is not, as some frightened
people believe, "a punishment from God,
for being bad." AIDS is an illness, part
of a pattern of human suffering. Enough
said in that area for now. How do you
best protect yourself from getting AIDS?
First, recognize that about 73% of those
persons who have AIDS are homosexuals
and about 17% are drug users. Further,
realize that the great increases in the
number of people with AIDS in the next
three years will take place among drug
users, especially I. V. users who share nee-
dles and the people they have sex with.
Women who have sex wi th men who have
AIDS wil l probably get AIDS them-
selves—and if they have children, their
children wi l l also probably be born with
AIDS.
It" you are an active male homosexual,
practice "safe" sex. This means no cruis-
ing around or picking up strangers in bars,
baths, or on the street. Whenever you have
sex, use condoms. Be aware that anal sex
is one of (he most frequent ways of con-
tracting AIDS.
If you are a woman, don't have sex
wi th bisexual males. If you are married
and aware that your husband is bisexual,
insist on his using a condom before you
have sex with him. Women have con-
tracted the AIDS virus from bisexual
males without knowing they have the
virus. They do not exhibit symptoms of
AJDS but can be carriers of AIDS. How-
ever, the percentage of lesbians who have
AIDS, at least at this point in time, is very
small.
AIDS is a very frightening disease.
Somewhere between half a million to 1.2
million people have been exposed to the
virus. It is estimated that between 10%
and 20% of these people will eventually
come down with AIDS. That's a lot of
people.
Both men and women should avoid hav-
ing sex with prostitutes. Recent research
data strongly suggests that prostitutes
(both men and women) may be major car-
riers of the virus. It's also a very good
idea to avoid casual sex with anyone now-
adays—casual sex can be very, very risky
to your health. It is simply wise to re-
member that the fewer sex partners you
have, the lower the chances are that you
wi l l become infected with AIDS.
Even heterosexual couples are not to-
tally safe, if one party (or both) are fooling
around. Unless you know your partner or
lover very well, play it safe, and use a
condom when having sex.
Lastly, let me ask you again to have
compassion for those afflicted and to offer
them whatever help you can. Bigotry to-
ward people with AIDS is like a cancer,
that can spread throughout an entire com-







1. Fountain Pen—W.B. Purvis—1/7/1890
2. Clothes Dryer—G.T. Sampson—6/1 /
1892
3. Air-ship—J.F. Pickering—2/2/1900
4. Toggle Harpoon—Lewis Temple—
1848—Revolutionized the Whaling In-
dustry
5. Sailing Apparatus—James Forten—
1850
6. Automatic Lubrication System for Rail-
roads and Heavy Machinery—Elijah
McCoy—1892
7. Gas Mask—Garrett A. Morgan—
1914—Saved many lives during WWI
8. Automatic Traffic Signal—Garrett A.
Morgan—1923
9. Automatic Shoe Making Machine—Jan
Matzeliger—1883—Revolutionized the
making of shoes
10. Refrigeration for transport trucks
(1938) and for Railroad Cars (1945)—Fre-
derick Jones—Revolutionized the food in-
dustry
11. Small pox inoculation—Onesimus—
1721—He brought his method from Africa
where advanced-medical practices were in
use long before the Europeans had any
medical knowledge.
12. Invented and Established Blood Banks
all over the world—Dr. Charles Drew-;—
1940
13. First Open Heart Surgery—Dr. Daniel
Hale Williams—1893
14. Automatic Car Coupling Device—An-
drew Beard—1897
15. Mechanical Seed Planter—Henry
Blair—1834
16. Mechanical Corn Harvester—Henry
Blair—1836
17. Sugar Refining System—Norbett Ril-
lieux—12/6/1846—Revolutionized the
making of sugar
18. Multiplex Telegraph System, allowing
messages to be sent and received from
moving trains—Granville Woods—10/11/
1887
19. Typewriter—L.S. Burridge and N.R.
Marshman^t/7/1885
20. Railway Air Brakes—Granville
Woods—4/10/03—Provided the first safe





23. Folding Bed—L.C. Bailey—7/18/
1899
24. Curtain Rod Support—W.S. Grant—
8/4/1896
Her dream was to coach high school football.
Her nightmare was Central High.




27. Lantern or Lamp—M.C. Harney—8/
9/1884
28. Egg Beater—W. Johnson—2/6/1884
29. Convertible Settee—J.H. Evans—10/
5/1897
30. Hot Comb—W.H. Sammons—12/21/
1920
31. Lemon Squeezer—J.H. White—12/8/
1896
32. Caps for Bottles and Jars—9/13/
1898—A.E. Long and A.A. Jones
33. Window Cleaner—A.L. Lewis—9/
27/1892
34. Cigarette Roller—J. A. Sweeting—11/
30/1897
35. Corn Silker—R.P. Scott—8/7/1894
36. Telephone—Granville Woods—3/7/
1885 (Woods' phone was far superior to
Alexander Bell's.)
37. Trolley Car—Granville Woods—57
29/1888
38. Steam Table—G.W. Kelley—10/267
1897
39. Pencil Sharpener—J.L. Love—11/237
1897
40. Portable X-ray Machine—Frederick
Jones
41. Third Rail (Subway)—Granville
Woods—1893
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IN MEMORY OF DR. KING
Words of Dr. King
THE AMERICAN DILEMMA
We may have to repent in this genera-
tion not merely for the vitriolic actions
and words of the bad people, but also for
the appalling silence of the good people^
The black revolution is much more than
a struggle for the rights of Negroes. It is
forcing America to face all its interrelated
flaws—racism, poverty, militarism and
materialism.
For its very survival sake, America
must re-examine old presuppositions and
release itself from many things that for
centuries have been held sacred. For the
evils of racism, poverty and militarism to
die, a ne v set of values must be born.
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
No amount of gold could provide an
adequate compensation for the exploita-
tion 'ind humiliat ion of the Negro in
Arrvrica down through the centuries. . . .
Yet, a price can be placed on unpaid
wages. The ancient common law has al-
ways provided a remedy for the appropri-
ation of the labor of one human being by
another. This law should be made to apply
for American Negroes. The payment
should be in the form of a massive program
by the government of special, compensat-
ory measures which could be regarded as
a settlement in accordance with the ac-
cepted practice of common law.
STRUGGLE
We know from painful experience that
freedom is never voluntarily given by the
oppressor. It must be demanded by the
oppressed.
The Negro cannot win . . . if he is wil l -
ing to sell the future of his children for
his personal and immediate comfort and
safety.
"Every now and then I think about my
own death, and I think about my own fun-
eral. . . . I don't want a long funeral. And
if you get somebody to deliver the eulogy,
tell them not to talk too long. . . . Tell
them not to mention that I have a Nobel
Peace Prize. . . . Tell them not to mention
that I have three or four hundred other
awards. . . . I 'd like somebody to men-
tion that day, that Martin Luther King,
Jr., tried to love somebody. . . .
"Say that I was a drum major for jus-
tice. Say that I was a drum major for
peace. That I was a drum major for right-
eousness. And all of the other shallow
things wil l not matter. I won't have any
money to leave behind. I won't have the
fine and luxurious things of life to leave
behind. But I just want to leave a commit-
ted life behind."
—Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Ebenezer
Baptist Church, Atlanta, Georgia.
February 4, 1968.
AFRICA
We realize that injustice anywhere is a
threat to justice everywhere. Therefore,
we are as concerned about the problems
of Africa as we are about the problems of
the United States.
The nationwide campaign to establish a
holiday in honor of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. was highlighted by a 1981 march
in Washington, D.C., and culminated in
the signing of the bill by President Ronald
Reagan (above) making it a law. Among
those joining the President during a Rose
Garden ceremony were (1. to r.) Vice Pres-
ident George Bush, Sen. Robert Dole,
Mrs. Coretta King, Sen. Jack Kemp, then
Congresswoman Katie Hall, HUD Secty.
Samuel Pierce, Steve Rhodes and Sen.
Howard Baker.
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aa uroub of your ran? todau. aa our fathera mere iu the baua of ijon»
haue a beautiful hiaiorg.tmo we ahali rreate another iu the future
that mill aatomah the roorlo.
—(Marcus Garvey).
THURGOOD MARSHALL
Now an associate justice of the Supreme
Court, he is still remembered for leading
the lead battle that won the 1954 Brown
v. Board of Education ruling that declared
segregation in public schools unconstitu-
tional.
IDA WELLS BARNETT
Crusading editor and orator, was found-
ing force of the organized anti-lynching
movement. She died in Chicago in 1931.
DR. CHARLES R. DREW
Dr. Drew helped save millions of lives
during World War II with his outstanding
work with blood plasma. He organized
the blood plasma bank at Columbia Uni-
versity Hospital in 1938. It became the
system used by the American Red Cross.
GEORGE WASHINGTON WILLIAMS
Wrote the first comprehensive history
of Blacks.
FREDERICK E. MORROW
Became the first black executive in the
White House when President Eisenhower
appointed him in 1955 as administrative
officer for special projects.
SHIRLEY CHISHOLM
She made history in 1968 when she be-
came the first Black woman elected to
Congress.
JAMES BALDWIN
He has enlightened America about the
seriousness of its race problem. He has
written several books: Go Tell It on the
Mountain (1953) and Nobod\ Knows M\
Name (1961), among others. Because of
his disillusionment with racism in the
U.S.A., he has lived in France and Tur-
key. He is now a distinguished professor
at the University of Massachusetts in
Amherst.
GWENDOLYN BROOKS
Gwendolyn Brooks became the first Black
to win the Pulitzer prize for her book of
poetry, Annie Allen. (Sept. 27, 1950).
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REAL
Apartments for Rent
The nerve of the homeless, multiplying
by leaps and bounds. It seems that's all
they do: multiply. Last year there were
40,000; now they're up to 60,000, with
no end in sight. What's a city to do?
Poor Mayor Koch. What a headache.
It's not so bad in summer, when they sleep
in doorways and abandoned buildings, and
you can sort of forget about them if you
don't look too hard, but when winter sets
in it can get depressing for a mayor to
think of all those men, women and chil-
dren catching colds and even freezing to
death if they have nowhere to live.
Poor Mayor Koch. Of course they can
always stay in one of the city's cozy, in-
vit ing shelters, where delicious meals and
nice fresh linen await them in a home away
from home. Funny how a lot of homeless
people don't stay in the shelters t i l l it gets
so cold they have no choice.
Poor Mayor Koch. Thank God he can
rest assured about the children. At least
they're not out wandering the streets like
the adults, thank God the city had the
foresight and generosity to place all
10,000 homeless children and their 4,000
mothers in some of New York's most
luxurious hotels, where for $3000 a month
per room they get to see real-life prosti-
tutes and drug dealers walking up and
down at every hour of the day and night,
just like in the movies.
Poor Mayor Koch. You'd think the
4,000 apartments he had renovated for the
homeless in the last two years and the
4,000 more scheduled for this year would
be enough to keep them happy, but still
they multiply and complain. Why don't
they go live somewhere else if they don't
like New York City?
Or get a job so they can afford to rent
an apartment of their own? There are lots
of empty apartments in New York, with
new buildings being added every day. The
rents aren't really all that bad if you make
a decent living: studios from $650 to
$ 1200 a month, and one bedrooms starting
at $950, with prices a little lower if you
look in ungentrified sections of the Bronx
or Queens. And jobs are booming in New
York. The Big Apple is a great place to be.
What's the matter with these people?
They're not like the gentle bums and hobos
that used to live on the Bowery; these
homeless are everywhere, and they're
young, most still in their thirties and never
worked a day they can remember. Don't
they understand they have to get an educa-
tion or they'll never amount-to anything?
Who says it's the tip of the iceberg and
it's happening all over America and soon
there will be millions of young people and
families living on the margins of society?
Poor Mayor Koch. After everything
he's done for them, there are still some
nasty people who accuse him of insensitiv-
ity toward the homeless. There are still
some people who believe it's time for New
York City to mobilize its massive re-
sources and wake up to the fact that the




We are looking for dedicated, responsible individuals
who would like to participate





New York City housing policy can often
seem like some monolithic machine, roll-
ing on at its own majestically slow speed
toward goals that may or may not be ob-
vious to the people affected. Rarely, it
seems, does the public get a glimpse of
the gears.
On the Grand Concourse in the Bronx,
however, where the city is about to dispose
of the last buildings it siezed for tax delin-
quency during the slide of the 1970's, the
facade of means and methods has been
lifted, if only a bit.
What emerges most clearly is history—
how policies and politics are molded by
factors that at first seem far removed from
this corner of the South Bronx just north
of Yankee Stadium—and how variables
ranging from the level of community ac-
tivism on the Lower East Side in Manhat-
tan to the withdrawal of certain Federal
housing subsidies by Washington in the
early 1980's can come into play.
At 1220 Grand Concourse, in particu-
lar, those forces are especially revealing.
Last month, the city's Board of Estimate
approved a $1.5 million rehabilitation of
the five-story building, between 167th and
168th Streets, as low- and moderate-in-
come housing for artists.
The former apartment house, built in
the 1930's and bricked up by the city since
it was seized for nonpayment of taxes in
the early 1980's, is to be the first city-as-
sisted artists' housing project in the Bronx,
and one of the first under a program ap-
proved by the city last year.
The building is one of six on the Con-
course that are to be rehabilitated over the
next year and a half, all of them through
complex financing packages that include
Federal grants and low-interest loans from
the city. When the work is finished, city
officials say the Grand Concourse will be










Abandonment, they say, has stopped—
Hi least on the Concourse itself. Of the
other five city-owned buildings on the
Concourse, four of them—1197, 1250,
1290, 1326—are within a three-block area
between 166th Street and East Clarke
Place. The other, at 2051 Grand Con-
course, is just north of Burnside Avenue.
How 1220 came to be included among
these six, in an area not known for its
artist population, is a story that begins in
the early 1980's. At that time the Federal
housing program known as Section 8,
w h i c h the city had relied on heavily in
pievious rehabilitations on the Concourse
in the 1970's, was cut back in favor of
other types of Federal housing assistance.
"For a while, nothing was happening
at all," said Herbert Samuels, district
manager of Community Board 4, which
covers much of the South Bronx. "Now
it 's a different story altogether. It 's like
the hourglass has turned around."
For the Grand Concourse, a broad
boulevard lined with Art Deco apartment
buildings, the turning of the hourglass
hinged on several things. The first was
the system of public and private funding
assembled by the city to fill the vacuum
created by the withdrawal of Section 8—
the No. 1220 building, for instance, has
four sources of funding, including a sub-
stantial investment by the developer.
The second hinge was a change in per-
s:>ective about the Grand Concourse that
h.is led some developers to make those
investments. Sidney Silverstein, a re-
habilitation specialist who also built the
\\ estbeth artist studios in Greenwich Vil-
laue in the late 1960's, is developing four
ol the six city projects on the Concourse,
including 1220.
"There's no way what we're doing now
could have been done five years ago,"
said Samuel Kramer, director of Bronx
Planning in the Office of Development in
the city's Department of Housing Preser-
vation and Development.
For 1220 Grand Concourse, which is
to be refashioned into 23 combined living
and working quarters, a third factor was
the defeat in 1983 of a plan to build an
180-unit artist housing complex on the
Lower East Side in Manhattan. That plan,
opposed by some local community
groups, was voted down by the Board of
Estimate in February of that year.
That December, the Department of
Housing Preservation and Development
proposed an alternate plan that called for
the 180 units to be spun off into all five
boroughs. The Concourse building is one
of the first fruits of that program.
Janet Langsam, an assistant commis-
sioner at the Department of Housing Pre-
se'vation and Development, said 20 per-
cent of the units at 1220 Grand Concourse
would be reserved for low-income artists
earning less than $ 11,400 for a family of
two. The balance is restricted to artists
earning six times the monthly rental or
less.
Rents in the low-income portion will
range from $230 to $260 a month, and
from $540 to $635 in the moderate-income
section. The artists must also be certified




Workers represented by the Irish Dis-
tributive Administrative Trade Union have
been pn strike against the Dunnes depart-
ment store for 17 months, refusing to han-
dle South African goods. According to
Karen Gearon, one of the Dunnes store
strikers, the workers are remaining firm
in their determination to hold out until
Dunnes stops handling South African
goods. In the picket here today, the strik-
ers were supported by members of the Irish
Actors Union.
INTERESTED INDIVIDUALS COME TO GSC 306
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Winnie Recalls
A Spell in Jail
She was detained in May 1969. To her
it meant that midnight knock in the dead
of the night. It meant a torch shining
through all the windows before the door
is kicked open. It meant reading every
letter in the house, because the security
had the right to. It meant paging through
every book on the shelves, l if t ing carpets,
lifting sleeping children from mattresses
and looking under sheets. They also un-
pack all your clothes and go through every
pocket. Ultimately you are seized, drag-
ged away from your small children who
are screaming and clinging to your skirt.
Wondering why the white man is taking
away mommy and leaving him/her all
alone.
In May of 1984 we had our
first "contact visit." Can you
imagine! We last touched his
hand in 1962. We kissed
Nelson and held him a long
time. It was fantastic and
hurting at the same time.
He dung to the child right
through the visit.
I was kept in the death cell in Pretoria.
My cell had a gr i l l inside, a door in the
middle and a grill outside. The opening
of all these locks, just the noise alone is
enough to f in ish you. For months I thought
I was alone. Those few days are the worst
in anyone's life. The whole thing is set
up to destroy you.
There is nothing to do in the cell. All
we had in our cell was a plastic sanitary
bucket, a plastic bottle, and a mug. At
times they would bring a little bucket of
water to wash yourself. It must have been
another sanitary bucket because it smelled
terrible. 1 had to use my panties to wash
my body, because there was nothing else.
During menstruation we may get toilet
paper or they would say, "Use your big
fat hands." We had three stinking, filthy
blankets.
The days and nights became so long,
at times I talked to myself. It was dead
quiet—that was torture. I find myself
looking for anything in my cell. I re-
member how happy I was when I found
two ants. I spent the whole day playing
with them on my fingers and I was very
sad when they switched off the lights.
We had inspection every day. Two war-
dresses would come in. They order you
to stand up. Then you have to strip naked.
She would go through every piece of your
clothes. Then your hair would be next.
With some female prisoners it was com-
mon practice to inspect their vagina every
day. Of course they never succeeded with
me. It is so humiliating, the wounds these
people inflict on us. In prison they did not
allow black warders to come near us. We
had only white ones.
When they brought over food in the
morning it was porridge. We could only
tell the time of day by the type of food
we got. They would turn the sanitary
bucket upside down, put the food on it
and I would only see a white leg pushing
it in my cell. I never see the face of the
one who brought my food. It was impos-
sible to eat. They used to put the plates
of food outside the cell and the birds would
do everything on it. By the time it came
to us it was full of bird shit. The porridge
was not cooked properly and at times had
worms in it.
Lunch was not much better. The
spinach and carrots were just as they came
out of the ground, with the soil still on
them. They would just put them in a pot.
The gravy was actually the soil from the
pot. For supper we had porridge again,
which would often float in blood. They
must have cooked pork in the pot and did
not wash it properly. We went on a hunger
strike but it had no effect on the system.
We were able to get food from our rela-
tives.
I had a trial to attend, so my family
brought me some clean clothes to wear on
that day. I had to meet with my attorney
a day before. Upon my return not only
was my suit case emptied on the floor but
they threw jars of cosmetics on my
clothes. There were also footprints. Their
shoes must have been muddy too.
I got more liberated in prison. My soul
has been much more purified in prison
than anywhere else. I am not saying that
it is best to be in prison; but in my country
it matters not. The whole country is a
prison to the black man.
B.C.C. Mentoring
Ishaq Mamduh
The mentors of Education 16 held an
international buffet on Friday, December
6, 1985 for the mentee's from Bronx Re-
gional High School and the mentee's par-
ents. It had every indication of success
from the start to finish, which only goes
to show just how much the people that got
involved are really about.
The cuisine consisted of curried goat,
curried chicken, candied yams, collard
greens with smoked turkey, meat balls,
rice and beans, salads, punch and sodas,
cakes and pies. With a menu like this, I
can see why everyone threw down.
I also had the pleasure of shooting a
series of frames spiced with the Caribbean
erotism on the campus; the mentors should
be commended for their unrelentless
energy in preparing the food that we
helped ourselves to. Special thanks I am
sending to Professor Lenair and Deseta
Gray, Editor of the Communicator.
Scenes from the buffet.
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ARTS
Marian Anderson
Marian Anderson was the first black to
sing with the Metropolitan Opera Com-
pany, Jan. 5, 1955.
.
•NASA photo
OR RONALD MCNAIR. late United States Astronaut.
• •
• :
A Tribute to Dr Ronald McNair, US
astronaut who was Icilled in the soace shuttle
Challenger explosion last week.
A TRIBUTE
Ronald McNair






A man for all seasons.
Taken from us
For as vet unknown reasons.
Ronald McNair
To Jamaica vou came.
Your excellence and efforts
Now part of our game.
Ronald McNair
Trained body, trained mind
Slow speech and quick smile,
We were with vou a while.
Ronald McNair
Past family and friends.
Past country and calls
You belong to us all.
RonalcrMcNair
In spectacular, flash...gone
Your soul soaring free its master to find
Your deeds and your worth locked fast in
our minds.
—Ivy Allen-Hutton
reprinted from the Jamaican Star
DUKE ELLINGTON
One of the greatest musicians of all
time. A bandleader, pianist and prolific
composer, he wrote more than 2,000
works. He was awarded the Spingarn
Medal in 1959 for his contributions to the




Way down in south africa's land
on a small prison island
there is an african leader held prisoner.
Free nelson mandela, O God of justice;
break the chains
of his unjust imprisonment.
For a quarter century on robbin's island,
nelson has been in the inhuman prison
cells
of the oppressive south africa regime.
O God of justice, help us to tear down
the walls of the prison island,
to dismantle the structures of apartheid.
Free nelson mandela and all political pris-
oners;
let freedom ring in africa
and everywhere on earth.
Through struggle, O God, through strug-
gle
with thy power and might












To thank me for
The Color Purple
They tell me
"Daughter, i t ' s
The best
You've ever done."




If you are bui lding a house and a nail
breaks, do you stop building, or do you
change the nail?
You send a wise person on an important
mission, not a long-legged person
No matter how long the night, the day
is sure to come
No one tests the depth of a river with
both feet
Home affairs are not talked about on
the public square
One who fetches water at the same
place on the riverbank too often ends up
in the crocodile
Wood may remain ten years in water
but it will never become a crocodile
It is better to know your own faults
than those of your neighbor
Wisdom outweighs strength
It is easier to put out a fire in the house





O God, to keep martin's dream alive
help us to become active ministers of so-
cial change.
In order to be good leaders
help us to become good followers of thy
word.
Give us the understanding;
grant us the wisdom;
That we shall make the crooked
straightforward
and cause the blind to see thy light.
Help us to heal the sick, O God,
and to feed the hungry;
That we shall struggle against poverty,
and shall establish a new covenant with
thee.
Let our hearts be compassionate,
our determination solid.
By our nonviolent civil rights activity
let us forever keep martin's dream alive.
B.F. Chavis
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Summer Projects Valentine's Day
Operation Crossroads Africa, Inc., a
non-profit organization focusing on inter-
national development and cross-cultural
exchange, is entering its 29th year of vol-
untary service throughout Africa and the
Caribbean. In 1985, its 17 projects in 10
African countries included refugee assist-
ance in Sudan near the Eritrean border.
Eight Crossroads volunteers, working in
conjunction with the office of the Com-
mission for Refugees of Sudan and inter-
national refugee relief organizations, staf-
fed a cholera cl inic, compiled survey data
and assisted in the overall maintenance of
a camp of Sudanese and Eritrean refugees.
Founded twenty-seven years ago by Dr.
James H. Robinson, Crossroads, whose
example inspired the creation of the Peace
Corps, has sent more than 5,200 volun-
teers to 34 African countries and 800 high
school participants to 18 Caribbean islands
and the newly independent Central Amer-
ican country of Belize. This unusual ex-
perience provides a brief, but intense im-
mersion in societies with traditional and
modern influences and pushes individuals
to reexamine basic attitudes, standards,
and beliefs in relation to people with con-
trasting values and life-styles.
Crossroads is actively seeking high
school and college age students to partici-
pate in this year's community develop-
ment programs in rural Caribbean and Af-
rican villages. The seven week projects in
Africa which are sponsored jointly by
Crossroads and the governments of the
different African countries will involve
specialized projects in medicine; nursing;
community development; archaeology; ar-
chitectural photography; and agriculture.
In the Caribbean, Crossroads sponsors
high school age students to assist villagers
in rural locations on English, French,
Spanish, and Dutch-speaking islands. For
six weeks, participants work side-by-side
with local counterparts in constructing
medical clinics, schools and community
centers and in establishing day camps for
children.
Both volunteer and leader positions are
open. Persons interested in applying are
encouraged to contact Crossroads Africa,
150 Fifth Avenue, Suite 310, New York,





One week only, save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete
details, see yoyr\Jostens representative at: ^
'aymont. plans available. ©1985 Jostcns, Inc.
JOSTENS
A M E R I C A ' S C O L L E G E R I N G ™
JOSTENS' NO INTEREST
INSTALLMENT PLAN
n.Place your ring order with a minimal cash
deposit.
n Balance of the amount due will be billed to you
in 4 equal monthly installments. No interest
will be charged on balance due. Installments
will be billed monthly for three consecutive
months. Your ring order will be processed
when the third payment has been received.
The ring will be delivered 6 weeks laten
C.O.D., for the final payment.
Q When all payments have been received by
Jostens, in accordance with the Credit
Agreement, Jostens will send you a Letter of
Credit Reference to help you establish credit
in the future.
By Daseta Gray
There are so many holidays that we cel-
ebrate, but how many of us ever take time
out to think how or why they came into
being. As Valentine's Day is one of our
most favorite, I thought I would inform
you about its beginnings.
Valetine's Day is believed to have
started in a Roman festival called the
Lupercalia. The early Roman men often
wore the names of the girls who were to
be their partners pinned to their sleeves
during this festival; sometimes they ex-
changed presents. After the Lupercalia be-
came a saint's holiday honoring Saint Val-
entine, some of the old customs were kept.
In the 17th century a hopeful maiden ate
a hard boiled egg and pinned pure
bayleaves to her pillow before going to
sleep on Valentine's eve. She believed this
would make her dream of a future husband
come true.
Later, people began to exchange cards
instead of presents. The Duke of Orleans
is believed to have made the first Valentine
card. He was in prison in London in 1415
and he wrote love poems to his wife in
France.
Valentine's Day became popular in
America during the Civil War. The cards
were elaborate with mother-of-pearl orna-
ments and were trimmed with satin rib-
bons. Within a few years. Valentine's Day
received almost as much attention as
Christmas.
Valentine's Day is celebrated a bit dif-
ferently around the world; here are a few
examples:
In the United States and Canada, chil-
dren exchange cards with their classmates.
Some schools have a party. Men often
send their wives or sweethearts flowers or
candies. The candy boxes are usually
shaped like a heart and tied with a red
ribbon.
In Great Britain, children sing Valen-
tine's Day songs and receive gifts or
money, fruit or candy. In the town of Nor-
which, young men would secretly leave a
basket of gifts on their loved one's door
step. Then they would knock on the door
and run away.
In Italy, some people hold a festival on
February 14th. In Sicily, some young un-
married women wake up before sunrise
and stand by their windows to see if a man
wil l pass by. Each girl believes that the
first man that passes by will become her
bridegroom.
In Denmark, some persons send pressed
snowdrop flowers to special friends. The
Danes have what is called a joking letter.
The sender writes an original rhyme but
does not sign his name. He uses a code
of dots for his name. If the young lady
guesses his name, he rewards her with an
Easter Egg on the following Easter.
So each country celebrates the day a
l i t t le differently, but it 's the same goal.
^••STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
PRESENTS'. THE 7th ANNUAL
YYBLACK HISTORY MONTH OBSERVANCE ft
With a special tribute to the memory of
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ALTHEA GIBSON
The first black to win the U.S. and
Wimbledon women's tennis champion-
ship in 1957 and 1958.
JACKIE ROBINSON
Jackie bore a tremendous burden when
he became the first black in modern times
to enter major league baseball, but he
came through with flying colors.
Answers to Quiz
1. Astronomer-almanac creator, Benja-
min Banneker, who also worked on plans
for the nation's capitol.
2. The Egyptians were the first to create
and uti l ize showers.
3. Norbert Rillieu.x of New Orleans in-
vented a sugar evaporating pan. making
possible the modernizing of the sugar in-
dustry.
4. The word, "coffee," comes from
Caffa, Ethiopia. It was first used in this
ancient African country and still grows
wild there.
5. After 11 years of experimentation, Jan
Ernest Matzeliger, a Dutch West Indian
Black from Lynn, Massachusetts, in-
vented the first machine for sewing the
soles of shoes to the uppers. He died in
1889 at the age of 37.
6. The inventor of the ironing board was
Sarah Boorie.
I. Garrett A. Morgan invented the traffic
light in November 1923. He is also the
inventor of the gas mask.
8. The inventor of the street sweeper was
Charles Brooks.
9. Maggie L. Walker, 1903.
10. Dr. Daniel Hale Williams performed
this historic heart operation in Chicago in
1893. Chicago, by the way, was founded
by another Black man, Jean Baptiste
Pointe Du Sable in 1779.
I I . Dr. Charles R. Drew (1904-1950)
who was also an outstanding surgeon,
teacher, and the first director of the Amer-
ican Red Cross Blood Bank.
12. Granville T. Woods invented the in-
cubator in 1900. He also discovered the
third rail of the subway system, as well
as important and vital telephone and train
telegraph equipment.
13. John Russwurm and Samuel Cornish,
who began publishing Freedom's Journal
in 1827.
14. Hiram S. Thomas, a Saratoga, New
York chef introduced the potato chip at
his inn, calling them "Saratoga Chips";
ice cream was introduced by African-
American Augustus Jackson.
15. Lewis Latimer. Edison's bulbs would
burn out very quickly. With Latimer's in-
vention the bulb finally became a usable
item. Latimer also invented the world's
first electric lamp with a carbon filament,
drew the design for Alexander Graham
Bell's telephone patent, and wrote the first
book (1890) on the electrical lighting sys-
tem.
16. Our great ancestors, (a) Harriet Tub-
man and (b) Frederick Douglass.
17. Matthew Henson was the first person
to stand atop the North Pole on April 7,
1909. (And he didn't find any Santa Claus
there!)
This Black History Quiz was prepared by
The Universal Black United Press, Linda
Cousins, Editor!Publisher.
JOE LOUIS
Joe Louis, the legendary heavyweight
champion, was a symbol of hope and pride
to millions of Blacks during the '30s and
'40s. One of the best-loved athletes of all
time, he was the first Black heavyweight
champ since Jack Johnson. Nicknamed the
"Brown Bomber," he held the title for
nearly 12 years, the longest reign of any
heavyweight. His greatest triumph in the
ring was his defeat of German Max
Schmeling in their second fight in 1938.
The bout, which received worldwide
coverage, was viewed by 70,000 spec-
tators in Yankee Stadium. Louis knocked
out the fighter in the first round, proving
his supremacy as a fighter. Louis is still
regarded by many as the greatest heavy-
weight champ ever. He died in 1981 at 66.
NOTICE
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